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(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. Let us recall that a Boolean algebra is superatomic if every subalge-

bra is atomic. So by the definition, every subalgebra of a superatomic algebra

is superatomic. An obvious example of a superatomic algebra is the interval

algebra generated by a well-ordered chain. In this work, we show that every su-

peratomic subalgebra of an interval algebra is embeddable in an ordinal algebra,

that is by definition, an interval algebra generated by a well-ordered chain. As

a corollary, if B is an infinite superatomic subalgebra of an interval algebra,

then B and the set At(ß) of atoms of B have the same cardinality.

1. Survey of the results

In a Boolean algebra B we denote by Og and 1# , respectively the smallest

and the largest elements of B. For x and y in B, we denote by xUy and

x n y , respectively, the supremum and the infimum of x and y in B, by — x

the complement of x in B, and x - y - x n (—y). So -x = Is - x - x .
Moreover, x c y means x ç y and x / y .

For Ob ̂  a e B, we denote by B f a the Boolean algebra induced by B on

the set {/ € B\t ç a). So \ß\a = a and the complement of t in B \ a is a -1.

For a Boolean algebra B and a subset D of B, we denote by At(2?) the set

of atoms B, and by clß(D) the subalgebra of B generated by D.

For example, if / is an ideal of B , then cljj(/) = lti—l, where -/ = {-x e

B\X€l}.

Definition. A Boolean algebra B is said to be superatomic if every quotient of

B is atomic.
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Day [3] (see also Koppelberg [5] and Roitman [7]) has shown the following

result:

Proposition. Let B be a Boolean algebra. The following properties are equiva-

lent:

(i) B is superatomic;

(ii) every subalgebra of B is atomic; and

(iii) there is no embedding from the atomless countable algebra into B.    □

If £ is a set, then p(E), the power set of E, is regarded as a Boolean

algebra.
Let (C, <) be a partial ordered set. We say that (C, <) is a chain if every

pair of members of C are comparable, and (C, <) is well ordered if (C, <)

has no strictly decreasing sequence. Let (C, <) be a chain with a first element

denoted by Oc (if (C, <) has no first element, then we must add one). Let
def

C+ = Cu {ooc} be the chain, obtained by adding a greatest element ooc . We

denote by B(C) the subalgebra of p(C) generated by the set of [a, b) for

a e C and b e C+, i.e. c\p(C){{[a, b)\a e C and b e C+}). B(C) is called
the interval algebra on C (see Koppelberg [5]).

Theorem 1. Let B be a superatomic Boolean algebra. If B is embeddable in

an interval algebra, then B is embeddable in an interval algebra generated by a

well-ordered chain C. More precisely, B is isomorphic to a subalgebra B' of

B{C) and At(fi') = At(5(C)).

Obviously Theorem 1 holds if B is countable, since B is isomorphic to an

interval algebra (see Mayer and Pierce [6], Koppelberg [5]).

Example and comment. Let B be a superatomic subalgebra of an interval alge-

bra B(C). The question is as follows: Is there a superatomic interval algebra

A such that B ç A ç B(C) ? The answer is negative. Indeed, let C = 2 • X,
where X denotes the chain of real numbers, and thus C is the chain obtained

from the chain X by replacing each real number by the 2-elements chain. Let
def def

B = clS(c)(At(Ä(C))). Let A — B(D) be a superatomic interval algebra, gen-

erated by a chain D, containing B . First, because At(2?) is uncountable, the

scattered chain D is uncountable. By a theorem of Hausdorff (see Rosenstein

[8, Theorem 5.28]), D contains a copy of the chain a>\ or co* . For a contra-

diction, let us suppose that B(D) ç 5(2 -X). Because B(D) satisfies: there is an

uncountable family of pairwise disjoint elements such that each element con-

tains infinitely many atoms, the algebra B(2-X) has the same property. Now, we

obtain a contradiction with the fact that in X, every family of pairwise disjoint

nontrivial intervals is at most countable.

For an infinite well-ordered chain C, the sets At(ß(C)) and B(C) have the

same cardinality; hence Theorem 1 implies the following result, proved by M.

Rubin and S. Shelah [1988]:

Theorem 2. Let B be an infinite superatomic Boolean algebra, embeddable in

an interval algebra. Then AX{B) and B have the same cardinality.

This result completes the different characterizations of superatomic subal-

gebras of an interval algebra, developed by R. Bonnet, M. Rubin, and H. Si-

Kaddour [1988]. Let us give an application of the above theorem. A Boolean
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algebra B is said to be the thin-tall if B is uncountable, and for each ordi-

nal a, the set At(Da(B)) is countable (the algebra Da(B) is defined in 2.3).

In particular AX(B) is countable. From Theorem 2, for example, it follows

that a thin-tall Boolean algebra is not embeddable in an interval algebra (for an

application, see R. Bonnet and S. Shelah [2]).

2. Notation and definition

2.1. Chains. Let (C, <) be a chain, we C, and D be a subset of C.
(C, <) is a complete chain if every subset of C has a supremum and an

infimum.

(C, <) is a relatively complete chain if every bounded nonempty subset A

of C (i.e. there are b and c in C such that b < a < c for every a £ A) has

a supremum and an infimum in C.

Assume that C is complete. We denote by c(D, C), or more simply c(D),

the closure of D in C by supremum and infimum. For the following result,

see e.g. Rosenstein [8]:

Every chain (C, <) is embeddable in a complete chain (Cd, <) ; namely, its

Dedekind completion, (completion by cuts), which satisfies: for every c e Cd,

if c is not the first element of Cd, then c = sup{/? e C\p < c}, and if c is

not the last element of Cd , then c = inf{/? e C|p > c] .

« is a predecessor in C if there is an (unique) element u+ e C such that

u+ > u and [m, u+) = {«} . We denote by Pred(C) the set of predecessors of

C.
(C, <) is totally disconnected if for every v < w in C, we have [u, iy) n

Pred(C) ^ 0. Consequently B(C) is atomic if and only if C is totally discon-

nected. The word "totally disconnected" comes from the fact that a chain C is

totally disconnected if and only if C, endowed with the interval topology, is a

totally disconnected space.

Let = be an equivalence relation on C. For a e C, we denote by a/ =
def

its equivalence class, i.e. a/ = = {a' e C\a' = a}. We suppose that each

equivalence class is an interval of C. For à', ä" e C/ = we set ä' < à" if for

every a! e à' and a" e à", we have a! < a". If each equivalence class is an

interval of C, then (C/ =, <) is a chain. Moreover, if (C, <) is a complete

chain, then (C/ =, <) is too.

2.2. Boolean algebras. An element a of an interval algebra B(C), different

from Ob , has a unique decomposition (called the canonical decomposition), of

the form:  a = U{[ß2i, û2/+i)|' < "} where 0 < n < co, Oc < ßo < a\ < #2 <
def

••• < fl2n-i < °oc ' and ufe € C+ = C U {ooc} > (fc = 0, 1, ... , 2/i - 1). For

such an element a, we set a{a) = {ak\k < In] ç C U {ooc} . The integer n is

called the /e/zgi/z of a , and is denoted by 1(a).
Every finite product of interval algebras is isomorphic to an interval algebra,

and thus if B is a subalgebra of a finite product of interval algebras, then B is

embeddable in an interval algebra.

More precisely, let us recall the following fact concerning chains and Boolean

algebras (see [5, Proposition 15.11]). Let C\ and Cj be chains with first ele-

ment 0c, and 0c2 respectively. Let C = C\ + C2 be the chain, lexicographic

sum of C\ and ¿2 (so c\ < C2 for c\ e C\ and ci e Ci) ■ Note that C has
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a first element, namely Oc, ■ A canonical isomorphism / from B(C) onto

B(C{) x B(C2) is obtained by letting: f(c) = (c n C\, c n C2). Let us remark
that we identified ooc, with 0C2. B(C\), B(C2) are factors of B(C) ; and by

identification, B(C) \ C. = B{CX) and B(C) \ C2 = B(C2).
Let D be a subset of C, containing Oc. Hence D is a chain with a first

element. We denote by BC(D) the subalgebra of B(C) consisting of those

elements a such that a(a) CDU {ooc}. Let us remark that the Boolean

algebras BC(D) and B(D) are isomorphic.

2.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra. By induction, we define a sequence (Ia(B),

Da(B), 7r£), with the conditions A*(#) = B/Ia(B) and 7rf is the canonical

homomorphism from B onto Da(B) (the algebra Da(B) is called the a-//î

Cantor Bendixon derivative of B). Let 7n(2?) = {0} , and thus Dq(B) = B .

Suppose that Ia{B) has been defined. Let Ja(B) be the ideal of Da(B), gen-

erated by At(Da(B)). Then Ia+l(B) =f (7tB)~l (Ja(B)). Suppose that ¿isa

limit, and Ia(B) has been defined for every a < 5 , then Ig{B) = UQ«5 I<*(B).

The following additional equivalences are well known and their proofs are

straightforward (see Koppelberg [5]).

Proposition. Let B be a Boolean algebra. The following properties are equiva-

lent:

(i) B is superatomic, and

(ii) there is an ordinal y suchthat lß&Iy(B).    D

Clearly the first ordinal y for which \B e Iy(B) is a successor ordinal, say

a+l,and a is a is denoted by tk(B). Hence 1^ € ITk{B)+\(B)-ITk(B){B) and

Drk(B)(B) is a nontrivial finite algebra isomorphic to p(n) (n > 0 integer), and

if n = 1, then IT^B)(B) is a maximal ideal of B. Let 1(B) and D(B) denote

Irk(B)(B) and B/I(B) respectively.

For b € B, b £ 0B let rks(Z?) be the first ordinal a such that b i Ia{B).

Hence b e ITkB(b)+\(B) ~ ^kB(b)iB) ■ For instance rkB{b) = 0 for b e At(5),

and rkB(lB) = rk(fi).

Notation 2.4. Let B be a subalgebra of an algebra A , and c e A . We denote

by B \ c the set of bile for b G B. We regard Z? f c as a subalgebra of the

factor A \ c of A , and thus as a Boolean algebra. Remark that if c e B, then

B \ c is a factor of B .

By the definition, B \ c is an homomorphic image of B . From the fact that,

for every superatomic Boolean algebra A and every ideal / of A, we have

rk(A/I) < rk{A), it follows that:

Lemma 2.5. Let B be a subalgebra of a superatomic Boolean algebra A , and

ceA.Thenrk(B\c)<rk{B) = rkB{\B)-    □

The following result is due to M. Rubin and S. Shelah [9], and is one of the

ingredients of the original proof of Theorem 2.

Proposition 2.6 (Rubin and Shelah). Let B be an atomic subalgebra of an in-

terval algebra. Then there are a totally disconnected complete chain C and an

embedding (j> from B  into B(C) such that B(C)  is an atomic algebra and

At(0[ß]) = At(ß(C)).
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Note that the property of C implies that c(\jAt(B(C)), C) = C . The proof
of Proposition 2.6 needs some preliminary results. Let C be a chain such that

BCB(C).

Claim 2.7. We can suppose that C satisfies (1): C is a complete chain, and

(2): every atom of B is a finite subset of C.

Proof. We can suppose that C is a complete chain (consider its Dedekind

completion). Let Ç = \J{a(a)\a e B} be the set of endpoints of elements of

B . We set Çf = c(Ç_, C). The function 4> from B into the subalgebra Bçc(Ç)

of B(Ç_C) defined by <fi(b) = b n Ç is trivially a one-to-one homomorphism,

and Çf is as required (note that by the construction, (2) is satisfied).   D

Claim 2.8. We can suppose that C satisfies (1) and (3): every atom of B is a

singleton of C.

Proof. For every a e At(B), we have a = Ui</(«)l«2i. «2i+i1 = U,</(û){a2i}

with afc e C+ - C U {ooc}, and «2, > #21+1 consecutive in C. Let ~ be the
equivalence on C defined by a2i ~ a2i+i for 0 < i < 1(a) and a e Ai(B).

Let Ç = C/ ~ . Hence Ç, with the induced linear order by C, is a complete

chain. Let ç> be the function from 5(C) into B(Ç_) defined as follows: if

b = U,</(6)[¿>2/, b2i+i), then <p(b) = \ji<m[b2il ~, b2l+1/ ~). Obviously ç»

is a homomorphism from 5(C) onto B(C). It suffices to show that <p(a) =

[an/ ~,#i/ ~) = {ûo/ ~} / 0 for a e At(fi), and ç» restricted to 5 is

one-to-one. But this is trivial.   □

Proof of Proposition 2.6. To prove the proposition, there is no loss in assuming

that B and C satisfy the assumptions (1) and (3) of Claim 2.8. Let = be the

equivalence on C defined by x = y if x = y , or if x < y and [x, y) does

not contain an atom of B , or if y < x and [y, x) does not contain an atom of
def

B. Then the quotient chain C_ = C/ = is complete and totally disconnected.

Let p be the canonical increasing function from C onto C. Note that if

x < y in C are such that p(x) < p(y) in C, then there is a e At(B) such

that a C [x, y). This shows that the function <f> from B into B(Ç_) defined

by 4>{a) = [}{[p(a2i), p(a2i+x))\i < 1(a)} for a = \J{[a2i, a2i+x)\i < 1(a)} in
B C B(C), is as required, and satisfies At(<p[B]) = At(2?(Ç_)). That finishes the
proof of Proposition 2.6.    D

3. Proof of Theorem 1

3.1. To prove Theorem 1, there is no loss in assuming that ( 1 ): B satisfies both

the premises and the conclusions of Proposition 2.6, and (2): 1(B) = ITk{B)(B)

is a maximal ideal of B . We denote by = the relation on C defined by x = y

if x < y and there is b e B, with rkB(b) < rkÄ(lB), containing [x, y), or

y < x and there is b e B, with rkß(b) < rkB(lB), containing [y, x). We

show:

Lemma 3.2. Each equivalence class is an interval of C. Let b € B be such that

rkB(b) < rkß(lß). Then there is a finite subset a0/ =, a\/=,... , an-\¡ = of
equivalence classes such that K|J{%/ = |/c<?i}.

Proof. The first part of the claim is trivial. Let us show the second one. Let
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b = U{[^2i, b2i+i)\i < n}. It suffices to show that b2i = b2i+\ for i < n . But
this is a trivial consequence of the definition of =.   D

The following two claims are obvious.

Claim 3.3. If a e At(B), then a is contained in an equivalence class.    D

Claim 3.4. Let à be an equivalence class. If à has a last element v, then

v i Pred(C).    D

Definition 3.5. Let C be a complete totally disconnected chain, B a super-

atomic subalgebra of B(C), X an ordinal, and y/ a function from B into

B(X). We say that (B, C, X, y/) is a good system if AX(B) = At(B(C)), y/ is
a one-to-one homomorphism from B into the interval algebra B(X), and the

restriction y/ \ At(B) of y/ on A\(B) is a one-to-one function from A\(B)

onto At(B(X)). We say that there is a good system for (B, C) if there are X

and y/ such that (B, C, X, y/) is a good system.

Note that At(y/[B]) — y/[At(B)]. Equivalently a good system is the (B, C,
X, Wo), where At(B) = At(B(C)), and y/Q is a one-to-one function from

Pred(C) into the chain X such that the function y/ from At(Z?(C)) into

At(B(X)) defined by y^([u, u+)) = [y/ç>(u), y/o(u) + 1) for u e Pred(C) can be

extended in an embedding y/ from B into B(X).

We prove by induction on a, that the following statement Th(a) holds:

for every chain C and for every superatomic subalgebra B of B(C), such that

rk(B) < a and At(B) = At(B(C)), there is a good system for (B, C).
Th(0) and Th(l) hold. Indeed B is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra

FC(X) of finite or cofinite subsets of a set X, where X = At(B(C)) (since

1(B) = ITk(B)(B) is a maximal ideal of B ). Consider X be the (initial) ordinal

corresponding to the cardinality of the set At(B(C)). In what follows, we

suppose that rk(B) > 2.

Claim 3.6. Let ä/cong be an equivalence class, and

à Hf ((a/ Si) u {inf(a/ -)}) - {max(a/ £)} = [inf(a/ =*), sup(a/ <*)).

There is a good system for for (B \ a, a).

Proof. By induction. If à = {a}, then it is trivial. Assume |a| > 2. Let

c e Pred(â), ä+ = {x e ä\x > c}, and ä~ = {x e ä\x < c}. Note that ä
is the lexicographic sum ä~ + ä+, and ä+ has a first element (the successor

of c). If ä~ has no first element, then we must add one, namely inf(a/ =).

Suppose that (B \ ä+ , ä+, X+ , y/+) and (B \ a~ , a" , X~ , y/~) are good. Let

(B ï à, à, X~ +X+ , y/), where y/ is defined in the following way: for b € B \ ä,
we have b = (b~ , b+) e B(ä~)xB(ä+) and we set y/(b) = (y/~(b~), y/+(b+)) e
B(X~) x B(X+) (that is identified with B(X~ +X+)). Trivially, (B \ a, a, X~ +
X+, y/) is as required. So, it suffices to prove that Claim 3.6, whenever ä+ = ä

or ä~ = à. We prove the case ä+ = à. The case a~ = à is similar: but

note that if a/ = has no first element, then ä = (a/ =) U {inf(a/ =)} , and the
algebras

B\(a/?É)   and   B \ ((a/ ES) u {inf(a/ =)})
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are isomorphic. ä+ = ä satisfies: ä has a first element, denoted by e , and for

every element x of a, we have x = e.
def

Case 1. a/ = has a last element e+ . Hence e+ = e and ä = (a/ =)
-{e+} = [e, e+) (that is the case of the example which follows from Theorem

1). Let b € B be such that ä ç b, andrkBr¿(lBf¿,) = rkB(b) < rk5(l5). Let
Hpf

jBfa = {cn ä\c € B}. Note that B \ ä = (B \ b) f a. We regard B \ à as a
Boolean algebra. By the definition, fi f ó is a homomorphic image of B \ b .

From the fact that for every superatomic Boolean algebra A and every ideal

/ of A, we have rk(^//) < rk(A), it follows that rk(5 \ ä) < rk(B \ b) =
rkB(b) < rkÄ(lÄ) = rk(B). By the induction hypothesis there is a good system

for (B\ä,ä).
Case 2. a/ = has no last element. Hence à = a/ =. Let (ea)a<a be a

stricly increasing sequence, cofinal in à. We can suppose that e§ — e, and

ep = sup{ea\a < ß} for every limit ordinal ß < a (because ä is relatively

complete). Let a < a be given. Let ba e B be such that rkB(èQ) < rkß(la)
def

and [ea, ea+\) ç ba . We set Ba = B \ [ea, ea+\). Since Lemma 2.5, we have

rk(2?Q) < rk(B \ ba) = rkB(ba) < rk5(lB) = rk(B). Applying the induction

hypothesis to (Ba, [ea, ea+l)), there is a good system (Ba, [ea, ea+i), pa, y/a).

Hence y/a[[ea, ea+l)] = p.a . Let ¡u = Y,a«, /*<* > and V = [}{Wa\a < a} . We

have Pred(/z) = p,. We extend y/ in an one-to-one homomorphism yi_ from

B \ à into B(n) : let b e B . We set:

¥(b) = \J{ßa\[ea, ea+i) ç b}ö\J{y/a(bn[ea, ea+x))\bf\[ea, ea+l) ¿0Ba, lBa}-

We must remark that y/ is well defined, because b is a finite union of half-

open intervals and thus {a < a\[ea, ea+i) Ç b} e B(a), and the set {a <

<r|è n [ea, ea+i) / 0ß,t, ls„} is finite. Consequently yr(b) is a finite union of

half-open intervals of ß, and thus (B \ ä, ä, p, y/) is a good system. That

finishes the proof of Claim 3.6.   D

End of the proof of Theorem 1. Let (ar/ =){<e be an enumeration of the set

of equivalence classes. By Claim 3.6, for t, < 6, let (B \ är,är,Xäi, y/äl.)

be a good system. Let X = X^<9 ^ ■ Each X¿c is an interval of X. Now,

let y/ be the function from At(B) into X defined by y/(a) = y/àç(à) where

är is the unique class such that a e At(B) C\ B \ är. Let b e B. First,

suppose that vkB(b) < rkß(l^). There is a finite subset {äo, ä\, ... , ä„-\}

of equivalence classes such that b ç 1J{¿A:I^ < n}, follows from Lemma 3.2.

We set y/(b) = \J{Wäk(b r\ äk)\k < n}. Now, because 1(B) = Itk(B)(B) is a
maximal ideal of B, if rkB(b) = rkg(lÄ), then rkB(-b) < rkÄ(lß), and we

set y/(b) = -y/(-b). The fact that y/ is a one-to-one homomorphism from B

into B(X) is a consequence of the following obvious result:

Claim 3.7. Let B' and B" be two atomic algebras and y/ be a one-to-one

function from At(fi') onto At(B"). We suppose that, for each b € B', there

is an unique element of B" , denoted by y/_(b), such that for every a e At(ß'),

we have a ç b if and only if y/(a) ç y/(b). Then y/ is a one-to-one homo-

morphism from ß' into B" , extending y/ . This finishes the proof of Theorem

1.    D
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